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Introduction 
 
Kamban FAS is a Manufacturing Execution System software which is built on cutting edge technologies for 
Consumer Packaged Goods - CPG industry vertical. With the extensive capabilities of Process Order 
Management, Downtime tracking, Labor tracking, Energy tracking, Electronic Operator Shift Log Book, 
Workflow & Task Management, the software enables the user to: 
 

 Let the operators to give away their paper based shift logs, and they can leverage electronic log 
with images and videos to delegate their operational issues to the next shift operator effectively, 
which increases efficiency, productivity and safety. 

 Make all operators of the company as the best operators by the help of tool centric process such 
as Electronic Work Instructions, People & Equipment safety during Equipment failure 
maintenance process. 

 Make an effective integration to ERP systems which leads to collaborate effectively inside the 
organization. 

 Capture Machines Downtime/Productions/Wastages/Labor Hours/Energy/Emissions 
automatically and manually leads to calculate the product cost and that leads to the profitability. 

 Monitor Plant Performance KPIs for continuous improvement and lean manufacturing principles 
to result in savings by reducing the losses by the right time decisions.  

 
Kamban FAS is built upon Microsoft technologies, with industrial automation & ISA 95 standards, and with 
improved ease of use user experience. 
 
 

Scope of this Document 
 
This document is intended as a simple “getting started” guide. It will cover the process of exploring the 
features of Kamban FAS V1.0 software using the sample model which is deployed with the installation.  
Integrated features and specific topics such as ERP connectors, OPC Communications, and Manual User 
Input screens will be discussed at a high level. 
 
For a more in-depth understanding of these topics we provide links to further documentation and training 
materials developed specifically by the CT Infotech experts in those areas. 
 
We encourage you to take advantage of our full range of training resources including: 

 The CT Infotech support website (www.support.chennaiteam.com) 

 Kamban FAS V1.0 training modules & user guide 

 Instructor led training courses from CT Infotech 

 Kamban FAS business consultants 
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Assumptions 
 
This guide assumes that the reader is well equipped in the following areas: 

 Using Microsoft Windows®  

 Configuration of Windows Firewall and Port Settings 

 Using Microsoft SQL Server® database 

 Using Internet Browsers such as Internet explorer, Google Chrome 

 Industrial Automation knowledge on HMI, SCADA, DCS, PLC, Historian, OPC DA/HDA  

 Knowledge of ERP Integration, ISA 95 and B2MML 

 
Prerequisite 
 
The following are the minimum software requirements for the Kamban FAS V1.0 software system for this 
jump start session exercise. It is assumed that the following software is already installed. 

 Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 (64 bit) or Higher 

 Microsoft Windows 7 (64 bit) or Higher 

 Microsoft .NET 4.5.2 or Higher 

 Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 (64 bit) or Higher 

 Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 or Higher 

 Google Chrome 58 or Higher 

 MatrikonOPC Simulation Server 

 MatrikonOPC Condition Manager (Previously known as MatrikonOPC Data Calculator) – This is 
optional and needed only when to simulate downtime, quantities and energy data. 

 
Software Installation 
 
This document is intended as a simple “getting started” guide. It will cover the process of exploring the 
features of Kamban FAS V1.0 software using the sample model which is deployed with the installation.  
Integrated features and specific topics such as ERP connectors, OPC Communications, and Manual User 
Input screens will be discussed at a high level. 
 

 

 Installation procedure for Kamban FAS Software is quite simple to do. 
 

 At first after making sure that prerequisite software which are mentioned above is installed in 
your system, you can start installing the Kamban FAS Software with “Run as administrator” 
operation. 

 

 Now the installation screen for Kamban FAS Software will pop up like, 
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 Click on Install and the License Agreement screen will appear like, 
 

     
 

 Click on Agree by accepting Terms and Conditions and the installation process will continue.  
 

 After 1 or 2 minutes, the installation process will end up by launching the Configurator screen in 

your system like, 
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 Once if the Configurator screen appears, it means the installation process completes successfully. 

 Activation of license is a must to do to launch Kamban FAS Software in browser. 

 In the same window, you can find a license icon which is in top right corner. 

 The upcoming screen will consist of License info with Activate and Deactivate icons below 

 Click on Activate to proceed the license activation process, and the screen will be like, 
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 Click on “I don’t have product key” icon for alternate way to activate the license. 

       

 The text which is available in the screen is Activation request text.  

 Response text is required for completion of license activation, hence click on the small icon below 

the textbox to copy it. 

 Next you can either click on the below link to proceed which is available in the configurator screen 

“Kamban License Activation” or you can type as License.chennaiteam.com in the browser’s url 

address box. The license activation page will be like, 
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 In this page, paste the copied activation request text from the configurator screen in Step-1 box. 

 Then click on “Generate Activation Response” icon. 

 The box in right side of the page which is Step 2 will be available with response text for activation.  

 Then click on the “Save file to” icon to save the response text in your system. 

 Now get back to the Configurator screen, click next to proceed. The screen will be like, 

 

                   

 

 Now browse and select the response text file which you have downloaded from activation page 

link with the help of browse icon in Configurator screen. 

 Once you browsed the response text file, click on “Activate” to complete the license activation 

procedure. 

 And now the license for Kamban FAS Software will be activated. 

 Click on Finish and now you can close the Configurator screen. 

 With this, the installation of Kamban FAS Software and License activation is completed. 
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OPC 
 Before getting into application, few OPC configuration steps are need to be done. 

 In Matrikon OPC Server for Simulation and Testing, click on “Import aliases” which is 

available in File menu and import the given .csv file named “Sample Plant Model 

Hierarchy” 

 

      

 After importing, go to Matrikon OPC Explorer, Click on Matrikon.OPC.Simulation.1 

 Click on Connect, once the connection established, click on “Add Tags” 
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 In upcoming pop up, expand “Configured aliases” and browse the imported tags to view 

the tag items in OPC Explorer 

              

 For browsing the imported tags, expand each and every folder and select the tags present 

inside. Drag them to the box named “Tags to be added”. After adding all the tags click on 

“Done” icon on top left corner 
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 Later in OPC Condition Manager, click on “file” and open the .uns file named “Sample 

Plant Model Designer” 

                     

 

 After opening the given file in Condition manager, click on “Schematic” and then 

“Download Schematic” to publish the designer for created tags. 
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Sample Model Import 
 

These are the steps to be followed with OPC. And to launch Kamban FAS Software, open IE 

and in address box use the link http://localhost:8081/ 

 The home page of Kamban FAS Software will launch 

 Sample Plant Model for Kamban FAS Software is needed for quick demo. Hence to import 

the sample model click on menu “Administration > System Configuration”, the screen will 

be like, 

 

       

 

 Click on “Select files” icon to import the sample model 

 Sample model configuration consists of collection of data for a fictional factory called 

“Indy Corp” 

 The sample model will be available in below folder location 

My computer > Local Disk(C) > Program Files (x86) > KambanFAS > Samples 

 Navigate through above folders and select the JSON file sample model 

 A pop up will show up after selecting the file. In that, click on “All privileges” check box 

for importing data for whole application, later click on “Import” icon at the bottom of pop 

http://localhost:8081/
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up to complete this step. (Make sure you select the “Overwrite Existing Configuration” 

check box) 

                     

 

Privilege Mapping 
 

Once the system configuration is imported into application, privilege mapping is the next step 

to ensure the line and machine privilege for user. 

 To map privilege for imported sample model, navigate to  

Administration > Security > Entity  

 In that screen, hierarchy of the imported plant model configuration will be available.  

 Enable the topmost check box named “Enterprise Collection” to add privilege for whole 

hierarchy. 

 Only after enabling the configuration in this screen, the user can access and work on this 

plant model in all other parts of this application.  
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 Also entering data in this application manually by the operator or user can only be done 

after adding another step of privilege mapping for each and every contant in this 

hierarchy. 

 To continue mapping privileges, double click on all contant ( For Factory, Site, Area, Lines 

and Machines ) 
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 By enabling all the check boxes for whole hierarchy, you can avoid the privilege block 

message appearance when you feed data into this application manually.   

 

Shift Schedule Mapping 
 

 To start a Process order in this application, a shift is required. 

 To map a shift schedule for an area, navigate to, 

Core > Shift > Shift Schedule 

 Select “Coffee Pac” and click on “Map Schedule” icon 

 

              

 In upcoming pop up, either select any valid time interval or select “Default” time interval 

 Later select the shift which is in dropdown and save the Schedule. 
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Process order and Material master 
 

To make this demo simple, we have created a Process order and a material master. All you 

need to do is to paste couple of files into respective folders. 

 Required files are in a folder called “Samples”. And the location will be 

My computer > Local Disk(C) > Program Files (x86) > KambanFAS > Samples 

 

 A text document named “Material Master” should be pasted in “tpomat01” 

My computer > Local Disk (C) > SCC > SCC_Import > tpomat01 

 

 And for Process order, either an XML document named “Process Order” should be pasted 

in “tpopoc01” 

My computer > Local Disk (C) > SCC > SCC_Import > tpopoc01 

Or you can manually create a Process Order in application by following these steps, 
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1. Navigate to Process Order > Management > Schedule 

2. Select “SHRPROC” resource 

3. Click on “Add New PO” to create new process order 

4. In add pop up fill all the necessary details, validate and save the Process Order 

                       

5. Navigate to Orders Queue, select the line for which you have created the Process 

order (which will be Leg 1 Packing, since the resource u chose “SHRPROC” is for 

this specific line) 
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6. Now select the Process order and click on start to start the PO.  

7. After clicking the start icon, an add pop up will appear. 

8. In that you can choose the time you want to start the Process Order by using 

backflush check box 

9. Select the “Entire line” check box to start the PO for all machines connected under 

specific line.  

               

 

OPC 
 
As a last part of this demo, there are few configuration steps that should be done in OPC menu. 

 Navigate to OPC > Configuration > OPC DA 

 In that screen, new server must be created for OPC DA 

 Click on Add icon to create a new server 
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 An Add pop up will show up, in that give some unique name for OPC DA server 

 Since you have installed all kind of required software in a same system (Matrikon 

explorer, Simulation server and Condition manager), there is NO need for the option 

“Use Remote OPC” 

 Hence after giving a name for the server, you can directly proceed to the last 

dropdown  

 In which, list of OPC server names will be available. Among those select 

“Matrikon.OPC.Simulation.1” 
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 After selecting server name, click on “Test Connection”  

 If once the connection succeeded, the server which you have created will be saved for 

OPC DA. 

 The tags which are subscribed for all machines are to be retrieved by restarting the service 

“Kamban.FAS.OpcDaClientServiceHost” 

 Launch “Services” in your system and select “Kamban.FAS.OpcDaClientServiceHost” and 

restart it.  

 After successful subscriptions of tags for machines in Leg 1 Packing, application will start 

to update the downtime events feed from OPC and the same will be stored in database. 

 It can be reviewed in Reports > Operator Cockpit > Events 

 Click on any machine in Leg 1 Packing to view the downtime status 

 As well as the chart view for downtime analysis, either for a machine or a line can be seen 

in “Monitoring” Screen 

 Condition manager was designed by changing downtime events for each 30 seconds.  


